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Abstract 

The study discusses how the modernization of the Japanese lexicon 
has been helped, �nd in some cases, hindered, by the influence of foreign 

loamvords or gairaigo. The subject of gairaigo's influence 011 Jopanese 

has not been investigated in a systematic manner and according to 
modern linguistic principles and procedures. As such this study hopes 
to contribute III some 1l1ea:;urt� to an understanding of the nature of that 
contact. The main purpose of this study is to examine the linguistic 

processes, namely phonological and morphological processes, by which 
English has influenced the lexical expansions of the Japanese language 

and to investigate the integration of borrowed innovations and their 
impact on the structure of Japanese. 

Introduction 

According to WClllreich, "When fWO or more languages will be said to be 10 

contact if they arc used alternately by the same person .. the language contact 

is considered by some anthropologtst as but one aspect of culture contact." 

(1953: 1-5). Thus, soclal scientists and anlhropologlsts have been fascinated 

with the mushrooming of Japan which as a 'new nation' in the post-war 

world, has placed tremendous stress on the importance of foreign language. 

especially English, during the last 50 years. Whilst promoting and developing 

its national languagc\ nihongo, the usc of English and other foreign lanh,"Uagcs 

have been expanding. II is therefllre inevitable that the latter should have left 

its marks on nihongo. 
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Purpose of the Study 

This study, then, will show how, In one aspee, of its language development, 

the modernlzatlon o[the JapF.llcsc lex Icon. has been helped, and in some cases, 

h1l1dered, by the lufluence of foreIgn loanwords or gairaigo . 
.... Che subject of gairoiga's i..nOuence on J rq .. Hmese has not been invesligated 

in a �ystemal1c manner and accordlllg to modern lingulslic principles and 
procedures. As sLlch Ihis study hopes [0 contribute in some measure to an 
undersliluding of the nature of !hat C00!3Ct. 

It is also hoped ,bet th,s smdy will add to the rapIdly mcreasing literature 
on Innguage contacl and wiii make possible compansons wlth olher lmgUlstic 

stlldle5 [or an explIcation of the process of lexical mnovatiOn, partIcularly of 

borrowing, which has pJayed such an lmportant role m Lhe shaping of the 
modem Japanese \nnb'lJage. 

Thus. the m8111 purpose of this srudy 1S to exaltltlle the lInguistic 

processes, namely phonolog·!ca I and morpboiogica·1 processes, by which 
English has mfluenced the leXIcal cxpansiot!s of the japanese language and 

to IIlveshgare rhe iniegration of bor:-owed innovations and their impact on 

the stnlclure of Japanese. 

The Historical Contact 

japan came into some contact wah European languages and cultures dunng 

the 14th and 16th centuries. Ihrough Christian missionanes. In 1640. japan 

adopted a national policy of isolation to proteCt irself agamst barbaric foreign 

influences. Foreigners \Vere cast out and ibere \:vas a concened effort to 

sI3mp our all foreign inf1uences. During the per-jod from 1640 to 1853, there 
was VIrtually no contact wIth the West apart (rom some limited tfRding W1th 
the Dutch. 

In 1853, the Amcnc?.I1 Commodore Mathew" Pen-y landed in Eoo Bay 

(now Tokyo Bay) with iHS Deel. Th,s evem marks the beginning of the present 
period, wbch IS linguistically speaking, �he m.ost slgr1.ir1cam penod 10 terms 

of Japan's contact with rhe \Vest. Dunng the MeiJi Era. that IS. between ·1868 

and 19l2, Japan developed a new interest in the West. The MeiJi goverrlITlem 

recognIzed the need for mdnstrializallOTI and turned to the VveSl for the 

technology which it realized \'''Duld be necessary I fr.hcy want to move towards 

lhe furure. Trade and comrnercial ties were established. Japanese scholars 
wem abroad nnd foreign experts. were brougllll!l. The government also Intliatcd 

compulsory literacy 2nd education progT3..'T!S WhlCh made educallon available 

On a much broader scale. 
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Since the Mel]i Era, there has been a marc or less steady flow of English 

words mto Japanese, This flow, however, was punctuated by periods of 

resistance, panicularly during the 1930s and 1940s, when the militanstic 

government attempted to purge the language of loanwords from me 'enemy 

languages' During this period, offiCials attempted to replace loanwords with 

loan translatlOns and compound words based on Chinese elements. An example 

of beisubouru 'baseball' was replaced by yakyuu, derived fromya 'field' and 

kyuu 'ball' ThiS is one of the few replacements which survive; most of the 

'rcfonned words' fell out of use after thc war (Miller, 1967). 

Since the end of World War II, several factors have promoted the spread 

and use of English in Japan. The past 50 years has seen unprecendented 

industnal growth, and this has been accompanied by increasing trade relatIons 

between Japan and othcr countries, espccially the Umted States. 'lnere has 

also been a substanhal rise m the standard of living, which has in tum led to 

higher levels of education for a larger segment of the population. It has also 

brought more Japanese into contact with the Enghsh language through the 

mass media. The present popularity of English in Japan IS due in large measure 

IO Japan's economic prosperity and rapid industrialization. 

Linguistic Integration of English Borrowings 

Trager (1972: IlO) points out that when loans are taken over from one language 

to another, "'. there is always some departure from the origmal in the phonology, 

morphology and semology." The question of whether the Importation of English 

loanwords has affected the structure of Japanese is also peninent at this point. 

From the phonemic point of view, when words borrowed from English arc 

taken into Japanese and used in a Japanese sentence, thcy are subjected to a 

fairly thorough process of integration. Grammatically speakmg, however, most 

Western loanwords are used as nouns, and SInce nouns m Japanese are not 

subject to any declension or mflcction accordmg to gender, number or case, 

there is no grammahcal difficulty in the usc of these borrowed words. When 

the loanwords are used as verbs or adjectives, however, they are accompamed 

by the suffixes pecuilar to Japanese verbs and adjectives, that is -sur" and 

-na, respectively. From the point of view of vocabulary, such words are 

sometImes shonencd, or made mto compounds in a way not eX1sting in English, 

while their meaning also show some shifts from the origmal from time to tnnc. 

Phonological Integration 

One indication of the degree to which loanwords have been assunilated 111 

Japanese is through phonological assimilation, which IS complete, making them 
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phonologically indIstinguishable from native Japanese words. The most 

important difference, phonologically, between Japanese and EnglIsh is that 

Japanese dIsallows consonant clusters. Consequently, when English loanwords 

arc introduced into Japanese there is usually a vowel epenthesis to make the 

loanword conform to the canonical CVCV pattern of Japanese, for instance, 

school 

soprano 
Salt Lake 

> 

> 

> 

sukuru 
sopllrano 
soruto reiku 

]11ere are countless similar examples. This vowel epenthesis and other 

processes involved in phonological assimilation are the subject of an insightful 

dlssertatton by LOVinS (1973), that the Japalllsation of borrowed words usually 

Involves the Insertion of vowels, the replacement of non-Japanese sounds 

with the approximate sounds which arc found in Japanese, a change of accenr, 

spelling, pronuncIation and otber transfonnatioll. The following sections will 

illustrate some or the major fonns of transfon11ation. 

Insertion of a Vowel 

If we express a vowel by V and a consonant by C, respectively, the phonetic 

structure of a Japanese syllable is described either as V or cv. Consonants are 

not used in succession, but a consonant is usually followed by a vowel. For 

this reason, it is difficult to reproduce in Japanese a group of consonants as it 

exists at the begirming of thc word 'strike' or at the end of the word ' text'. 

Eaeh of these consonants must be succeeded by a vowel. The following 

examples will readily show the transformation from English to Japanese. 

strike 

text 

> 

> 
sUforaiku 
tekisUiO 

i\n inserted vowel on the olher hand is mfluenced by the vowel placed 

before or after it. For instance: 

salad > sarada 
cake > koeki 
stick > sulekki 
stop > s"lappu 
truck > lorakku 

It can be seen that some of the Japanese words cited above contain long 
consonants such as -kk-, -pp- for instance. 
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Rcplaccment of a Sound 

This concerns the treatment of sounds which exist in English but not in 

Japanese. There are two means of sound replacement: one is to subSlJtute the 
English sound with a corresponding one in Japanese, and the other is to substitute 
with a sound which is not found in Japanese but is still relatively easy to 
pronounce for the native speaker. Some examples of substitutioll with different 
sounds are the Enghsh [ th] and [ db ] with [s ] and [ z 1 in Japanese, or [ ng ] in 
English with [ ngu ] in Japanese. 

theory 

all weather 
song 

> 

> 

> 

seorri 

ooru uezza 
songu 

Because Japanese docs not distinguish[ r] from [I], both are pronounced 

In the same way. It should be noted, in this respect, that [ r ] in Japanese is 
phonetically not quite the same with the [ r] in English. 

light > raito 

right > raito 

fry > furai 

fly > (urai 

Some English vowels, such as [re] and [e], are also missing in Japanese. 

bat 
captain 
personal 

> 

> 

> 

balla 

kyaputen 

paasonaru 

The sounds [ ti ], [ di ], [ fa ], [ Ii ], [ fe ] and [ fa 1 are examples of 
sound sequences appearing only in Western loanwords. In tllis respect, [ f] is 
not labiodental bur bilabial [ ii]. 

pany > paoli 

diesel > diizeru 

fccling > jiiringu 

telephone > terefim 

The [ v 1 sound 1S difficult for the Japanese to pronounce and to hear, 
sol b ] is usually substituted for it. 
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Valentine > baren/ain 

varation > barieeshon 

VISIOn > bijon 

Accent 

The English language has stress accent, whereas Japanese is modulated by 

pitch accent. In some cases, the pitch accent in Japanese coincides with the 
stress accent of the English anginal as illustrated below' 

mls'Slan 

ori'ginal 

> 

> 

misshon 

o 'ri 'jinarn 

However, there are many cases where the location of the pitch accent" 
and the stress accent are not identical. 

pa'tent 

man'ager 
sau'sage 

> 

> 

> 

pa'tento 

ma'ne 'ejaa 

so 'ose 'eji 

Spelling Pronunciation 

This occurs, for instance, when the pronuncIation of '-age' [ eidz 1 in English 
is applied to words in which -age is an unstressed suffix. 

image 

average 
damage 

> 

> 

> 

imeeji 

aberee}i 
dameeji 

Some English words ending in '-ate' are pronounced in the same way 

that 'late' or 'date' are pronounced. 

delicate 
private 

> 

> 

derikeeto 
puraibeeto 

Orthographic Differences 

The preceding examples demonstrate words originating m English which have 

undergone very significant transfonnations when they are used in Japanese. 
While assimilation makes loanwords perceptually indistinguishable from 

Japanese words phonologically, a distinctIOn between Japanese words and 
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loanwords is maintained orthographically. Japanese uses three different wntmg 

systems, they are kanji (Chinese ideographs), and two phonetically-based 
syllabaries hiragana and ka/akana. However, a word may be written using 

only one or the other. Hiragana is generally used for writing morphological 
affixes, fWlction words and words that are infrequently used. Ka/akana, the 

second phonetic syllabary, has symbols which represent the same set of 
phonemes as the symbols of hiragana syllabary. It is used principally, though 

not exclusively, for writing loanwords. Thus, orthographically, loanwords are 
clearly set apart from other words. 

Morphological Integration 

Another major indication of the degree to which loanwords have become 
assimilated in Japanese is their morphological assimilation, which like the 

phonological assimilation is complete, making them morphologically 

tndistingUishablc from native Japanese words. The following sections will 
provide examples of such assimilations. 

Compound Words 

Compounding involves the formation of ncw lexical items by combining two 

loanwords, example, sarariiman (businessman) from 'salary' and 'man', 

aisukyandii (popsicle) from 'ice' and 'candy', and peipaadoraiba, meaning 
'person who has a driving license but doesn '1 drive', from 'paper' and 'driver' 
In these compound fonnations, noun + noun combinations are the most 
frequent, but adjective + noun combinatlOns are also found, for example, 

gooyudenawaa from 'golden' and 'hour' meaning 'television prime time' 
There are also cases of hybridization in whIch a compound IS fomled 

from one Japanese item and one EnglIsh item. Again, noun + noun combmation 
are the most numerous, but there arc also instances of English words being 

combined with Japanese affixes, for example, oni-koochi (devil coach), shokku

ryoohoo (shock remedy) and koochi-rachi 'coach + Japanese plural marker" 

Japanese con tams many compound words of the English origin. Some 
of them have the same fOn11 as tn Engltsh, while others are not found in 

Engltsh at all. For instance, the follOWing compound words comprising the 
word 'check' are used in the same way in Japanese as in English. 

check· in 

check-out 
checklist 

> 

> 
> 

chekku-in 

chekku-auto 

chekku-risu/o 
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On the other hand, there arc a number of Japanese words which, while 

produced by combining English, are nevertheless peculiar to ] apanese but are 
not used in EnglIsh. Among these words, there are some the usage of which 

partly corresponds to and partly diffcrs from the English usage. Examples arc: 

office girl > 

baton twirler > 

beach umbrella > 

emergency brake > 

fancy cake > 

rear-view mirror > 

ofisu redi 

(office lady) 

baton gaaru 

(baton girl) 

biichi parasoru 

(beach parasol) 

saido bureeki 

(side break) 

dekoreeshon keeki 

(decoration cake) 

bakku miraa 

(back mirror) 

With others, the clements used are the same, although the order is rcverscd, 

such as: 

theater restaurant > 

off season > 

made to order > 

fried potatoes > 

tea with lemon > 

resutoran siataa 
(restaurant theater) 

siizun olu 

(season off) 

oodaa meedo 
(order made) 

potato furaido 

(potato fry) 

reman tii 

(lemon tca) 
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In some instances, changes i n  the order of words and change of the 

word itself can be found in the same compound word. For example, to designate 
Enghsh 'centre piece' 1 Japanese derived a word by the first putting center last 

and then replacmg piece with a completely different word, leburu (table), so 
that the end product now becomes teburu sentaa. Similar examples are: 

to reach home 

sandwich table 

making new model 

> 

> 

> 

hoomu in 

(home in) 

mikkusu sando 

(mix sand) 

moden( chenji 

(model change) 

Some of the loanwords take a compound fonn, although they arc not 
compound words in English. In most of these words, the second part denotes 

what is called in logic a genus concept. 

guard > gaadoman 

(guard man) 

In this example, the English 'guard' is rendered in the Japanese borrowing 
as gaadoo, and picks up man, which corresponds to 'man' in English. This 
occurs because it is difficult to understand the word gaadoo alone, and the 
difficulty is resolved by addtng man to show it relates to human being. 

In the same vein, we have 

tartan 

dance 

diesel 

hula 

blazer 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

laa/an chekku 

(tartan check) 
dansu paatii 

(dance party) 

diiseru kaa 

(diesel car) 

fura dansu 

(hula dance) 

bureza kooto 
(blazer coal) 
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reception > resepushon paatii 

(reception party) 

A similar phenomenon can be seen in English as well. For instance, the 
Japanese words 'noh' and 'kabuki' mean the traditlOnal plays, but this cannot 
readily be understood by an English speaking world, so they are expressed as 
'noh plays' or 'kabuki plays' Such Japanese words already accepted English 

as geisha gIrlS or gOMgame are used without 'girls) or 'game' in Japan. Some 
of the horrowings show no Similarity to their English equivalents at all and for 

thiS reason they are typical of Japanese-made loanwords. 

traffic signal > 

gearshift > 

ticket agency > 

winshield > 

soap opera > 

Truncation 

gao-sutoppu 

(go stop) 

chen}i rebaa 

(change lever) 

pureegaido 
(play gnide) 

jilTonfa garasu 

(front glass) 

hoomu dorama 

(home drama) 

Truncation IS a process that is customary in Japanese words and it 15 also 
cllstomary tn Japanese in order to abbreviate a long word. The most common 
way is to combine the first or sometimes the first two phonetic syllables. For 
instance, the politc form of mommg grecting ohayoo gozaimasu (good morning) 
may be shortened to asu by retaimng the first syllable of ahayoo and the last 
syllable of gozuimasu and deleting the mtervening part. This abrogated form 
may be used when addrcss1l1g people of the same or lower social rank, with 
whom the speaker is familiar. Other examples are: 

tookyoo-daigaku 

(Tokyo U.niversity) 

kokusai-rengo 

(Umted Nations) 

> 

> 

loodai 

kokuren 

( 
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The same method is sometimes applied to Western loan words to produce 
their abbreviations. Below are four examples: 

professional wrestling > 

general strike > 

sound track > 

mass communication > 

puroresu 

zenesuto 

santora 

masukomi 

Generally speaking, Western loanwords tend to be long because vowels 
are attached to every consonant. For this reason, truncation is frequently 
made. Apart from the types of abbreviation mentioned above, there are three 
other ways of shortening loanwords. The first part of a word may be dropped, 
while in other cases one can omit the middle or last part. 

We can cite the following examples among the truncation or abbreviation 
made by omitting the first part of loanwords. The parentheses indicate the 
omitted part. 

inferiority complex > <inferioriti>konpurekkusu 

bottleneck > <botoru>nekku 

motorbike > <mootaa>baiku 

platfonn > <puratto>hoomu 

varnish > <wa>nisu 

Examples of truncation produced by dropping the middle part of the 
word are: 

soft icc cream > sofuto<aisu>kuriimu 

ballpoint > booru<pointo>pen 
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The folJowmg are examples of abbreviation in which the last part is 
dropped. 

apartment > apaalo<mcnto> 

overcoat > oobaa<kooto> 

stainless steel > sUfenresu<sutiiru> 

notebook > noolo<hukku> 

front desk > juronlo<dcsuku> 

inflation > infure<eshon> 

television > tcrehi<jon> 

body buildlllg > bodiibiru<dingu> 

Another variation oftruncatiun in Japanese is the use of acronyms. In 

cases such as ph-ani CPR � public relations), the use of acronyms in Japanese 

reflects their use in English. But in other cases, their use is innovative, as III 

D.P.E. Idcvelopmg, printing and enlarging, for photographs. 

Conclusion 

In some respects, this discussion may be impressiomstic and IOcompJeic. but 

v.'hat has been attempted is to provide an o\/crvicw of the use of English in 

Japan from phonological and morphological perspectives. The historical 

circumsrances as well as the current forces which either inhibit or promote 

the spread and use of English have been briefly examined. A 13rgc section has 

been devoted to describing the foml and use of loanwords, since they arc the 

principal manisfestation of the usc of English 111 Japan. 
The present discussion has also shown that through bOiTowing, the 

influence of English has pervaded all lingUlstic levels of Japanese. Thus, the 
Enghsh contact does not merely involve the filling oflinf,rtllstic gaps and meetIng 

the needs of an mciustnal and posHndustnaJ society htlt also involves the 

lingUIstic proccsscs namely the phonological and morphologIcal processes. 
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Important to highlight here IS that the influence of English on Japanese is 

not just a thing of the past but is still an on-going process and their occurrences 

will increase. There is much scope for further study In this area. In years to 

come, some of the areas that need investigation are a fuller description of 

loanword phonology and the analysis of English mflucnce on Japanese syntax. 
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